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The most important feature is educational content, and the second most important feature is

networking. These two features represented 85% of the answers, with educational content

receiving more than all the other questions combined. The conclusion is that conference attendees

want to learn something and network with other professionals.
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The conference most attended was ASIS, now called GSX, second was the Counter-Terrorism,

conference and third the Shot Show. Among these three there was very little difference in the

percentage of those attending the conferences. Surprising was the number of people who attend

no conference. Under “Other” were IACP, and many local ASIS conferences.
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The Survey indicated that the deciding factor is based on where it is (the location), who is speaking

at how much it cost. The difference in percentage between Agenda/Topics and Location is 2.5%, in

practicality, they are of identical value. Also, keep in mind that the number is more than 100%

because people attend more than one show.
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The ASIS/ GSX conference is the one that most of the respondents will be attending in 2019.

Interesting for the EP profession, is that the IPSB is the third rated conference that respondents will

be attending in 2019, and comparing Question two – “Please Select the Security-Related

Conference(s) That You Have Attended?” - To Question 4 there is a predicted 7% increase in those

who will be attending the IPSB conference in 2019, more than any other conference mentioned.

Again, what is ISDA find interesting is the number of people who will not be attending any

conference.
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Approximately 55% of the survey participants attended more than two conferences a year. An

astonishing number of participants (15.7%) attend more than 11 conferences. We assume that they

represent the corporate community.
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The answers were all close - minimal return on investment - not enough relevant content, and cost.

It is important to note that the number of “What I didn’t like” never exceeded 30%.
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42.6% were not positive - that numbers would align with some of the answers we got from the

other questions, such as a problem with the speakers' location and price.
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The overwhelming numbers were email newsletters and social media networks. Surprising (to ISDA)

was that only 26% was word-of-mouth. We (ISDA) thought that (WOM) would have been higher.

However, it is in line with Question 7 How likely is it that you would recommend the last Security-

related conference you attended to a friend or colleague?
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Approximately 48% of the participants in the survey felt that the speakers were either very effective

or extremely effective. 41.3% thought they were somewhat effective.
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Approximately 83% of the participants felt that the conference was either excellent very good or

good.
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63% of the participants felt that the conference was extremely organized or very organized. if you

attended an ASIS conference or any of the others, you would expect the associations to be

organized.
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56% of the participants felt that it would be likely or very likely that they would attend the last

conference they attended. Like any business, conferences rely on repeat business, and the only

way conference gets repeat business is to satisfy the needs of the attendees.
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ISDA thought that the answer to this question was somewhat interesting, 83% of all the attendees

felt that the length of the conferences was about right. Considering that most conferences are 3 to

4 days long that appears to be the correct length of a conference.
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Statistically speaking there was very little difference between the northeast southeast and

southwest. The 14.88% representing other was all outside the US. The answers more than likely

represent the geographical location of the individual answering the question.

Q15 What are the topics you would

like discussed at a security-related

conference?

There were over 190 responses represented by the

Word cloud below.
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Q16 Is there anything else you’d like

to share about conferences you

have attended?

Antiterrorism, Anti Kidnapping

Better Transportation

Command training - moving beyond tactical and

operational into strategic.

Cover cutting edge technology and reading body

language.

Decision Making.

Do not hold conferences in casinos

Email roster to connect with peers

Great networking opportunities

Hands-on driving for folks not in the business

would be a good idea. This will let the executives

see why good EPO drivers as a good investment

I like a conference that starts early(8am)- (6pm)

with short breaks. Not a 9am-4pm. I want

education not more coffee.

I'd like to see more breakout sessions on topics

that interest me. Dig deeper on those topics. I

would infact charge a fee per session to weed

out the " dreamers "

It's a great networking opportunity. Offering more

at a conference, such as, dining options or being
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provided, clear itineraries, and a support desk

would be appealing.

Just need more on the West Coast

Keep the biased political opinions out of the

subject/ discussion (ASIS). Too many Security

Professionals in management/ leadership

positions are anti- Second Amendment.

Lack of innovation

Lack of Recruiting outside of the EP/Security

provider industry.

Las Vegas is the least likely place I will attend a

conference. High cost for lodging and

transportation make Vegas a poor location for a

conference. I would recommend a major hub like

Atlanta or Charlotte if the plan is to have a

conference with substance

Location is very important, as is cost

More interesting issues like anti-terrorism

More on soft skills.

More on trainings and sustainability of the

business

Most in my opinion are geared towards

corporations that have deep pockets and are too

expensive for the average person. Some have

speakers that are more prolific marketers than

actual real experience and sell voodoo training or

steals materials from other legitimate trainers,

then passes it off as their own and are given

prestigious accolades in the industry when in fact
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they should be shunned and forbidden to

participate in these conferences

Needs to provide information and training to

multiple levels of the industry (entry level,

supervision, and management).

Networking

Nothing came of it in terms of employment.

Planned on attending IPSB but could not find

cheap airfare and thought conference was pricey

for time there.

Really enjoy them. Hope to get myself in a

position to be able to attend more often.

Some of the sessions should have been in much

larger rooms.

To many speakers who’ve really done nothing in

years but like to hear themselves talk.

Too many fake ppl with no real experience

attending

Use of force

Venue that is not too large is better for

networking/talking with colleagues and makes it

seem more "intimate"

Venues have always been enjoyable and

convenient
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Approximately 30% corporate and 28.8% private security since the questionnaire survey was sent

to the ISDA network that is what we would expect.
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Again, because the survey was sent to the ISDA network, the numbers are not surprising. 64% have

more than 16 years of experience. What was interesting, is the number of participants that had five

years or more of experience was 90%.

About the
International

Security Driver
Association

The International Security Driver Association (ISDA)

serves our members by supporting an international

forum of protection professionals who share their

knowledge and experience for the education and

benefit of the membership. ISDA represents all
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aspects of the Executive Protection profession from

all parts of the Globe.

ISDA serves members who are either

inexperienced or experienced protection

practitioners.

Whether you are exploring a career in executive

protection, new to the profession, honing your

expertise, or an established security executive, ISDA

offers its Members benchmark educational,

networking, and marketing programs.

The ISDA Roadmap to EP Career

Success

https://vimeo.com/306008375

https://vimeo.com/306008375
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The ISDA, and its members have created a Protective

Services Roadmap to Success. The roadmap was

created to assist the members. A roadmap shows a

destination, one’s goals, and the practical steps

necessary to get to the desired destination. The

Roadmap is available to ISDA Members only.

From the Roadmap, the ISDA created the Protective

Services Roadmap Checklist.

The ISDA Roadmap Checklists consists of 19

checkpoints separated into three stages:

Planning for Your Success

Growing Your Success

Managing and Enhancing Your Success

Supporting the Checklist are 38 online and

downloadable documents.

Download the ISDA Roadmap Checklist

https://isdacenter.org/isda-roadmap-checklist/
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